1 Purpose

This document is designed to be a how-to guide for software developers who are interested in writing their own custom applications using the DLP LightCommander™ API library.

For more information on the DLP LightCommander, see these links:
http://www.ti.com/DLPLightCommander

2 Background

The DLP LightCommander Development Kit includes a highly versatile optical light engine comprised of the following:

- Projection lens
- Core optics module
- DLP5500 DMD board featuring 0.55” XGA DMD
- Illumination module featuring R,G,B,Infrared LEDs
- Controller board featuring the DLPC200 digital controller chip
- Industry-standard interfaces

![Figure 1. DLP LightCommander™](image)

The kit is designed to allow proof-of-concept validation of different light-processing applications, such as biometrics, 3D scanning, machine vision, 3D optical measurement, and security and surveillance.

The LightCommander Development Kit is highly programmable and includes graphical user interface (GUI) software written by Logic. This PC software GUI interfaces with dynamic link libraries (DLLs) that create DLPC200 configuration data and allow real-time communication/control of the kit (for further details, see “DLP LightCommander Control Software User Manual”). Support for the DLP® LightCommander™ Development Kit is provided by Logic PD. To create an account, register your kit, and access downloads, please visit www.logicpd.com.

Examples of DLPC200 configuration data include

- Image processing look-up-tables (LUTs)
- Register settings
- User-defined image data
Some of the communication and control operations supported by software include:

- Writing look-up-tables and (limited) registers
- Reading system status
- Controlling the LED driver
- Downloading image files to the DLPC200’s image buffer memory
- Controlling the DLP display
- Selecting input data ports, internal test patterns, and VSYNC triggers
- Controlling the output sync signals (e.g. camera input trigger)
- Programming EDID

The remainder of this document will focus on the process customers would follow in order to write their own control software application.

3 System Architecture Overview

The figure below shows a high-level view of the system architecture.

The DLPC200 is a configurable controller chip that requires various image processing Look-Up-Tables (LUTs) and register settings for proper operation. Because of the programmable nature of this chip, the DLP LightCommander Kit includes application software written to both control and configure the DLPC200 controller chip. This software has been written by LOGIC and is called “DLP LightCommander Control Software” (please see the documents on the LOGIC site for further details).

Figure 3 shows the major software components and their corresponding responsibilities. In this figure, a single software application has been written to perform both the control and configure operations, although it should be noted that this software architecture supports the development of custom control applications via interfacing with the PortabilityLayer DLL. The Portability DLL contains a library of functions that allow real-time interaction with the DLPC200 Controller Chip. The Portability DLL is not directly responsible for the configuration of the DLPC200 Controller Chip, but can indirectly program the chip by executing a configuration batchfile (more on this later).
The DLP USB Communication DLL is a wrapper around the CYUSB DLL provided by Cypress Semiconductor for their CY7C68013 USB peripheral controller chip. The PortabilityLayer DLL works in conjunction with the DLP Comm DLL to allow real-time USB communication to the Kit.

For the initial release of DLP LightCommander, Interfacing to the DLP PWM Sequence Compiler DLL is not supported.

**NOTE:** The current version of the DLP Comm DLL 2.0 supports USB and SPI communication.
4 DLPC200 Configuration Batchfiles

As mentioned above, the DLPC200 is a highly configurable controller chip and thus requires configuration data that exists in the form of LUTs, register settings, and image data. The mechanism used to convey this configuration data is a configuration batchfile, which is a plaintext file containing commands to program DLPC200’s LUTs, registers, and user-defined image data.

As shown in Figure 4, configuring the DLPC200 Controller Chip is accomplished via the following two steps:

1. Create a configuration batchfile using the software Configuration Application
2. Execute the configuration batchfile using the software Control Application. This operation is accomplished by calling the RunBatchfile API from the PortabilityLayer DLL (see the DLP LightCommander API Reference Manual, literature number DLPA024, for further details).

A Config and Control apps can be different software applications

Figure 4. Real-Time Configuration and Control Flow

It should be noted that Figure 4 shows a conceptual view of the system, where the Config and Control Apps are shown as separate entities, although they can exist as a single application as was mentioned in the previous section.

Users wanting to customize the behavior of the control software are free to develop their own application-specific control apps by interfacing with the PortabilityLayer DLL as was mentioned in the previous section.

For more information on configuration batchfiles and the batchfile language specification, see the DLP LightCommander API Reference Manual, literature number DLPA024.
5 DLP LightCommander API Functions

The PortabilityLayer DLL contains a large collection of API functions to control the DLP LightCommander Kit. These functions can be classified based on the type of operation they perform. The different categories for the API are listed below:

- Display APIs
- Flash Program APIs
- Image Transfer APIs
- LED APIs
- MISC APIs
- LUT & Register Read/Write APIs
- Data Source APIs
- Video Test Pattern Generator APIs
- Sync APIs
- Status APIs
- Batchfile APIs
- Flash Compile APIs

Each of these categories will now be described to help provide an overview of the functionality provided by the API. For details on the actual functions contained within a category, please refer to the DLP LightCommander API Reference Manual, literature number DLPA024.

5.1 Display API

The Display APIs are used to control the display and appearance of the projected image. When displaying structured light patterns using the DLPC200’s external image buffer memory, some of the Display APIs can be used to start/stop/step through the image data.

Other “Display” APIs can be used to park/unpark the DMD, flip the image horizontally/vertically, etc. The “Park DMD” operation can be used to put the display in “standby mode”, where the illumination source is disabled and all of the DMD mirrors are forced to a known state.

5.2 Flash Program APIs

The Flash Program APIs are used for programming the serial or parallel flash devices. The serial flash contains DLPC200 firmware, while the parallel flash contains the user configuration settings (e.g. LUTs, registers, SL image data, etc.) for the DLP Digital Controller that are applied upon power up or when requested.

Currently, the DLP LightCommander Control software written by LOGIC produces a binary parallel flash file, which can then be downloaded.

5.3 Image Transfer APIs

The Image Transfer APIs are used to transfer binary or grayscale image data to the DLPC200’s external frame buffer memory, which can then be used to display in structured light mode.

The downloaded image patterns are displayed using the display order defined by the Image Order LUT API. Using this API, the display order of the images can quickly be changed without having to re-download the set of image data.

For example, if 10 binary images were downloaded to the frame memory, their display order could be defined to be 0,1,2,...,9. However, the Image Order LUT API could be called in order to display the images in the reverse order by sending: 9,8,7,...,0.

See the DLP LightCommander API Reference Manual, literature number DLPA024, for details on the WriteImageOrderLUT API.
5.4 LED APIs

The LED APIs are used for controlling the LED illuminators contained inside the light engine. These APIs allow each of the four LEDs (e.g. R, G, B, IR) to be individually enabled or disabled. They also allow the light intensity of the four LEDs to be independently controlled in real-time.

MISC APIs

The Misc APIs are used for miscellaneous functions that don’t naturally fit into any of the other categories. They can be used for API initialization, API logging, programming the EDID PROM, etc.

5.5 LUT and Register Read/Write APIs

The Register/LUT APIs are used for configuring the DLP Digital control chip. For the most part, the low-level Write-Register APIs are not intended to be called directly. More typically, they may be called while in the process of running a configuration batchfile. Configuration batchfiles are created by the LOGIC software application (see Batchfile APIs below for details on configuration batchfiles).

5.6 Data Source APIs

The Data Source APIs are used to configure the input data ports (e.g. pixel data) and external/internal VSYNC selection. Please refer to TI documentation for further details.

The Trigger APIs are used to define the characteristics of the external VSYNC triggers (from the perspective of the DLP Digital Controller). External VSYNC triggers are typically used in structured light mode to control the display’s frame rate.

5.7 Video Test Pattern Generator APIs

The DLPC200 Controller has an internal Test Pattern Generator that is available when running in video mode.

The TPG APIs are used to define internal test patterns based on pattern type, color, and spatial frequency. The spatial frequency parameter is loosely equivalent to the number of repetitions of the pattern per screen. For example, if a horizontal ramp is selected, and spatial frequency = 2, then two horizontal ramps will be displayed on the screen.

5.8 Sync APIs

The Sync APIs are used for conditioning the output sync signals. Output syncs can be used to synchronize an external object like a camera (e.g. the camera can be “slaved” to the LightCommander Projector). Each sync is represented as a pulse and can be controlled in real-time to adjust its delay, (pulse) width, and polarity.

For debugging purposes, SYNC1 and SYNC2 can be used as “start of frame” markers when debugging with an oscilloscope (e.g. set o-scope to trigger off of SYNC1). For structured light mode, SYNC3 has a pulse width that matches the total illumination of the LEDs that are used.

The output syncs are accessed by connecting to the 3 BNC connectors on the outside of the kit (see Figure 5).
5.9 Status APIs

The Status APIs are used for retrieving system status information. See the *DLP LightCommander API Reference Manual*, literature number DLPA024, for a full list of status APIs.

5.10 Batchfile APIs

The Batchfile APIs are used to process the commands found within a configuration batchfile, which is currently generated by LOGIC’s application software and included with the DLP LightCommander Kit. A batchfile will contain directives to load the DLPC200’s image processing LUTs, registers, image files, etc.

Please see the DLP LightCommander API Reference Manual for information on batchfiles and for the Batchfile Language Specification.

5.11 Flash Compile APIs

The Flash Compile APIs are used when converting a configuration batchfile (produced by the LOGIC application software) into binary data. This binary data can then be stored in the parallel (=“user”) flash for power-up configuration of the DLP Controller Chip. It should be noted, that normally a configuration batchfile sends commands to the DLP Controller Chip across USB or SPI, but in this context, these communication packets can be ‘compiled’ into binary data, then stored in parallel flash and used to configure the DLPC200 Controller on power-up.

These APIs are for advanced users and are intended to be used with the Batchfile APIs and application software that builds the binary parallel flash file.
6 Building Custom Apps using PortabilityLayer.dll

The following software components will be needed in order to build custom software applications for DLP LightCommander:

- PortabilityLayer.h – header file for PortabilityLayer.DLL
- PortabilityLayer.dll – API for interfacing with the DLPC200 Controller Chip
- PortabilityLayer.lib – import library for PortabilityLayer.DLL
- DLPcommDLL.dll – DLP Communications DLL

You can obtain these software components by choosing one of the following:

- Install the DLP LightCommander Control software and navigate to the “SDK” directory (e.g. C:\Program Files\DLP LightCommander Control Software\SDK) to find the above components
- Download the Visual Studio 2008 sample solution. This download is available on www.ti.com. Search for “DLPR200” on www.ti.com to see the table of available support software. The download titled "DLPR200APP" with the name "Reference Application Source Code for DLPC200 API" has the files for the sample solution. Once the download is complete the files can be found in C:\Program Files\Texas Instruments-DLP\DLP LightCommander API Ref Apps.

7 Visual Studio Sample Projects

As mentioned above, sample Visual Studio 2008 projects are available from TI. At the present time, the sample applications exist as independent projects within the __SampleApps solution (see Figure 6). This solution currently consists of the following projects:

- DownloadImageDriverC: sample application written in ‘C’ that allows a single DBI image file to be downloaded to the DLPC200’s static image buffer memory
- DownloadImagesDriverC: sample application written in ‘C’ that allows multiple DBI image files to be downloaded to the DLPC200’s static image buffer memory
- FlashProgramDriverCpp: sample application written in C++ that allows programming of both the serial and parallel flash devices, while also supporting erasing of the parallel flash. It should be noted that this driver file using ‘C’ syntax, but is compiled using the C++ compiler, which helps demonstrate how either a C or C++ application can be compiled to use PortabilityLayer.dll.
- RunBatchfileDriverC: sample application written in ‘C’ that executes configuration batchfiles, which are used to configure the DLPC200 with image processing LUTs, register settings, and image data.
- StatusDriverDriverC: sample application written in ‘C’ that queries the DLPC200 for system status settings
An example of implicit linking using the provided import library (PortabilityLayer.lib) is shown below in Figure 7. This Visual Studio 2008 dialog is accessible by viewing the “Linker” section under “Configuration Properties”. The use of implicit linking allows the application software to use simple function calls, thus avoiding the use of explicit linking via calls to Microsoft’s LoadLibrary and GetProcAddress functions.
8 Compiling API V2.0 Source Code for SPI Communication

The API has been updated for v2.0 to support communication using SPI. Prior versions of the API only supported USB communication (using Cypress Semiconductor’s supplied USB SW libraries).

NOTE: API V2.0 requires the DLPC200 firmware HW V#1.0.363 and MCU V#2.1.2. Please go to the TI website and download/install the corresponding installer before using API V2.0.

9 API V2.0 Software Architecture

Figure 8 shows the major functional SW components for the API:
Notice that the Communications Interface Layer, "Comm Interface", requires customers to implement a few key interfaces to enable SPI communication. For USB communication, these functions are implemented, but for SPI communication they must be implemented by customers.

The two functions that are required to be implemented are:

CommIF_SendBufferAcrossCommChannel: writes a buffer with a variable number of bytes across the communication channel to the DLPC200.

CommIF_ReceiveBufferFromCommChannel: reads a buffer containing a variable number of bytes from the DLPC200.

These two functions are essentially abstract interfaces to send and receive a buffer of data. These functions are defined in CommInterface.c.

10 API V2.0 Source Files

A new installer has been created which contains the API source files. Please go to the DLP LightCommander website to download the API Source Installer. As of this writing, the website is located at:

Please note that a few of these files (e.g. omap35xx_mcspi.h, etc.) are required for compiling using Microsoft Visual Studio 2005 for a TI OMAP3530 / WinCE 6.0 platform. You can safely ignore these files if you are using a different platform.

11 Detailed Steps for Compiling API V2.0

1. Download the TI API source installer from the TI website. Extract the contents of the TI zip file (DLP_LC_Src_Files*.zip), placing the API source files in an appropriate location. It is recommended all of the API source files be saved in the same directory for simplicity.

2. For SPI Communication, make sure the #define BUILD_USB is not active. See CommInterface.h. Make sure to implement these functions:
   - CommIF_SendBufferAcrossCommChannel
   - CommIF_ReceiveBufferFromCommChannel
3. Follow the guidelines outlined in the SPI App note document, which are shown in the 2 CommInterface.c SPI functions written for WinCE: _SPI_SendBuffer, _ReceiveBuffer_SpiWinCE. This document and functions show the correct method for sending dummy bytes to end/begin the communication for Sending/Receiving data, respectively. The SPI app note document is available from the API Source installer.

4. Create custom SW driver application. For examples, see the V2.0 sample app DlpApiUsingSPI.c or any of the otherwise provided sample apps. It should be noted that DlpApiUsingSPI.c was built using Microsoft’s Visual Studio 2005 for a TI OMAP3530 / WinCE 6.0 platform.

5. In CommInterface.c, implement the function that waits until the DLPC200’s MCU is available:

   ```c
   void CheckProcessorBusySignal()
   {
     // TODO: Query Processor's "BUSY SIGNAL" and wait until it is not busy...
     Sleep(10); // for now, sleep 10 msec
   }
   ```

6. In CommInterface.c, replace any “Sleep” calls with calls to “CheckProcessorBusySignal”.

7. For compiling, no extra preprocessor flags need to be defined. For linking using a Makefile, make sure to link with the “-lm -lc” libraries (e.g. math & standard C libraries).

See the following section for HW details on connecting the SW_BUSY signal to the DLPC200.

12 DLPC200 MCU BUSY SPI Signal

Normally, SPI uses a 4-wire scheme for communicating: MOSI, MISO, Slave Select, SPI CLK. For the DLP LightCommander, an additional signal is added, SLAVE_SPI_ACK that can be monitored by the master to check if the slave (DLPC200 MCU) is busy. The SLAVE_SPI_ACK signal is active high.

The schematic for the DLP LightCommander Controller Board is available from the LOGIC website: www.logicpd.com. The DLPC200 SLAVE_SPI_ACK signal can be found on the 40-pin J505 connector as pin number 36 (EXP_CON_SPI_nACK).

TI strongly recommends that this SPI_ACK signal be used when using SPI communication. See the DLPC200 datasheet for further information.

The maximum value for SPI_CLK is 5 MHz.

13 API V2.0 Testing Performed by TI

Full testing of the API was performed on a TI OMAP3530 / WinCE 6.0 platform. For production systems, customers should check the SW_BUSY signal before sending data across the communications channel. For testing, fixed delays were used without any issues or the SW_BUSY checks as described above. It should be noted that some of the APIs that transfer large amounts of data from the parallel flash to the external frame buffer memory take longer to execute, so using fixed delays for these types of APIs may not always work.

Disclaimer: The API source was also compiled on a RedHat Linux platform, but not tested due to hardware limitations.

14 References

A reference guide, DLP LightCommander API Reference Manual, literature number DLPA024, has been created to accompany this document.

Additional documentation from TI is forthcoming. Check the TI DLP LightCommander link for updates.

Product information, User Manuals, and HW documents will provide additional background information, and are available from LOGICs DLP LightCommander link.

Note that LOGIC’s DLP LightCommander Control software has a functional system block diagram of the DLPC200 Digital Controller.
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